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Don't Make Waves: AM Stereophonic
Broadcasting and the Marketplace
Approach
By MARK PEYTON SCHREIBER*
I
Introduction
The responsibility for selecting the technical standards
which will govern AM stereophonic broadcasting has been en-
trusted to the broadcasting marketplace, the interaction of
broadcasters, networks, transmitter and receiver manufactur-
ers, and consumers.' This is a delegation of a traditional regu-
latory practice of the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) which reaffirms the Commission's commitment to the
policy of government deregulation.2 Due to the broad interest
expressed in the establishment of this new technology,3 the
* Member, Third Year Class, University of San Francisco School of Law; B.S.,
University of San Francisco, 1981. The author wishes to thank Professor C. Delos Putz,
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1. AM Stereophonic Broadcasting, Report and Order, 47 Fed. Reg. 13,152, 51 RAD.
REG. 2d (P & F) 1 (Adopted March 4, 1982) [hereinafter cited as Report and Order].
The FCC, a regulatory agency, follows federal statutory law, such as 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.399-
1.430 (1982), dealing with making rules, to ensure the agency's actions conform to the
due process requirements of notice and an opportunity to be heard. See, e.g., Mullane
v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950).
In the AM stereo proceeding, the following sequence was followed: on June 22, 1977,
the FCC adopted a Notice of Inquiry, 42 Fed. Reg. 34,910 (released July 6,1977) [herein-
after cited as Notice of Inquiry ] in response to two petitions for rule making concern-
ing AM stereophonic broadcasting. Based on the favorable response to the Notice of
Inquiry, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making, 43 Fed. Reg. 48,659
(adopted September 14, 1978) [hereinafter cited as Proposed Rule Making]. During
the comment period following the Proposed Rule Making the Commission found it re-
quired further data and it issued a Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, 45 Fed.
Reg. 59,350 (issued September 11, 1980) [hereinafter cited as Further Notice]. The
Commission finally adopted the marketplace approach in its Report and Order
adopted March 4, 1982.
2. See generally Fowler and Brenner, A Marketplace Approach to Broadcast Reg-
ulation, 60 TEx. L. REV. 207 (1982).
3. Proposed Rule Making, supra note 1, at para. 2.
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wisdom of the FCC's laissez-faire approach to the selection of
the AM stereo standard is questionable.
The regulatory approach taken in the AM stereo proceedings
also presents a broader problem for the communications in-
dustry as a whole. With increasing frequency the Commission
has applied the marketplace method of setting technical stan-
dards to new communications technologies such as teletext,
multichannel television sound, advanced television systems,
satellite broadcasting, half-inch video recording cameras, and
digital videotape recorders.' These new services have been
plagued by problems similar to those faced by AM stereo.
In the past, the FCC alone has established the rules gov-
erning the technical operation of broadcast stations.5 This note
suggests that the "market forces doctrine" is not a valid proce-
dure for the implementation of AM stereo. The public has lost
its opportunity to participate in the selection of the standard.
Moreover, no market forces have yet made any decision.6
Therefore, the Commission's actions are an impermissible ex-
tension of the Reagan administration's doctrine of government
deregulation, in conflict with the Congressional mandate for
the Commission to act for the larger and more effective use of
radio in the public interest.7 The public's demand for AM
stereo requires that a standard be chosen now, based on con-
sideration of the overall merits of each system.
This note examines the regulatory policy of the FCC for the
implementation of AM stereophonic broadcasting. It first sets
forth the history of AM stereo and its present status in order to
reconsider the assumptions which guided the Commission
when it issued the Report and Order.8 The note then suggests
alternative regulatory approaches which may better achieve
the goal of expedient development of AM stereo broadcasting
with a minimum of waste. Finally, it compares AM stereo to
the development of analogous technical standards in the past
and concludes that one system, preferably the Kahn Independ-
ent Sideband System, should be selected now.
4. Technology: Waiting for the marketplace, BROADCASTING, January 3, 1983, at 80.
5. E.g., Color TV Transmissions, Report and Order, 41 F.C.C. 658 (1953).
6. Where Things Stand, AM Stereo, BROADCASTING, April 4, 1983, at 27.
7. Communications Act of 1934, sec. 303(g), as amended, 47 U.S.C. § 303(g) (1981).




What is AM Stereo Broadcasting?
Conceptually, AM stereo broadcasting is very similar to FM
stereo broadcasting. Stereo broadcasting means the transmis-
sion from the studio of two separate signals which are ampli-
fied by the home receiver and sent to the left and right
speakers. Stereo broadcasting makes better audio quality pos-
sible. Two speakers have the inherent capacity to carry more
audio information than one. The nuances and subtleties of
high quality audio recordings are better conveyed by stereo
equipment. Monophonic reception of the stereo transmission
requires these two channels to be combined into one so that
one audio channel or speaker carries all the audio information.
While some audio quality is lost by mono reception, it does
give consumers the option to choose somewhat lower quality
audio in exchange for the benefit of lower cost.
All proposed AM stereo systems have been required by the
Commission to be of such a design that a broadcaster's change-
over to stereo transmissions will cause no deleterious effect on
reception by monophonic receivers (the type currently in use).
Similarly, the available monophonic FM receivers were able to
decode the initial stereo FM broadcasts, and monochromic
(black and white) television sets were able to provide recep-
tion of color television broadcasts. 9
Compatibility among the proposed stereo systems has been
neither integrated into equipment design nor required by the
Commission. That is, an AM stereo receiver utilizing one of
the proposed systems for stereo listening will not be able to
receive stereo transmitted by a broadcaster using another sys-
tem. Such an AM stereo receiver will only provide mono re-
ception of stereo transmissions from a different AM stereo
9. Monophonic reception of the stereo signal is obtained by adding together the
left [L] and right [R] program channels. These combined program channels, known as
the sum or [L+R] signal is broadcast in the same way as the current mono AM broad-
cast signal of today. A second signal, known as the stereophonic subcarrier in FM
stereo broadcasting, is used by stereo receivers but ignored by mono sets. This signal,
the difference or [L-R] signal is used by the stereo receiver to separate the main signal
into the left and right channel information. By adding the two signals together
[L+R] + [L-R] = L+R+L-R = 2L the left channel information is obtained. The differ-
ence of the two signals provides the right channel information. [L+R]-[L-R]=L+R-
L+R=2R. This left and right channel information is amplified and then sent to the
speakers. See generally D. GINSBURG, REGULATION OF BROADCASTING: LAW AND POLICY
TOwARDS RADIO, TELEVISION, AND CABLE COMMUNICATIONS (1979).
No. 41
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system, or, of course, AM broadcasts in mono. In contrast, any
FM stereo receiver marketed in the United States, regardless
of manufacturer, makes use of a single system of FM stereo. It
provides reception of any FM stereo broadcast. FM mono re-
ceivers provide reception of any FM broadcast, stereo or not.
Similarly, color televisions available in the United States em-
ploy a single color system; regardless of the set manufacturer
all stations broadcasting color transmissions will be received
in color.
In contrast, there are several AM stereo receivers now avail-
able on a limited basis in some areas. Purchase of one of these
radios will enable stereo reception of only certain AM stereo
stations - those stations utilizing the same technology as does
the receiver. 10
Broadcasters and receiver manufacturers argue there will be
no popular acceptance of AM stereo by any market forces until
a single standard is selected, since consumers are unwilling to
purchase receivers that provide stereo reception of only a few
AM stations, or that it will become obsolete as the selection of
the technical standard progresses." For these reasons many
contend that the market forces approach is inappropriate for
the establishment of the AM stereo standard.
III
Regulatory History of AM Stereophonic
Broadcasting
The Commission first acted on AM stereo in 1960 by dis-
missing the petitions of Leonard Kahn, president of Kahn
Communications and proponent of his Independent Sideband
System,' 2 to authorize AM stereophonic broadcasting. The
FCC cited as justification for its dismissal a lack of interest
among broadcasters and the consensus view that AM stereo at
that time would never sound as good as FM.13 However, as the
profitability and ratings of AM radio continued to decline while
FM continued to become more popular, broadcasters grew
more receptive to Kahn's AM -stereo proposal, hoping to im-
10. Report and Order, supra note 1 at 13,166-67, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 13-14
(Washburn, Comm'r, dissenting).
11. Technology: Waiting for the Marketplace, BROADCASTING, January 3, 1983, at 80.
12. See infra note 32 for details on the Kahn proposal.
13. Fifth Estater, Leonard Kahn: sporting a long-haul confidence, BROADCASTING,
October 25, 1982, at 71.
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prove their ratings by recovering some of the listeners lost to
FM. 1
4
In response to these changed circumstances, the FCC, on
June 22, 1977, adopted a Notice of Inquiry in response to
Kahn's continuing petitions for AM stereo rule making.15 This
inquiry sought to determine the current degree of interest in
AM stereo and explored what technical performance standards
would be desirable for the implementation of AM stereo, were
sufficient interest expressed to justify further rule making
action.' 6
Radio broadcasters, consumers, and manufacturers ex-
pressed much greater interest in the AM stereo concept in 1977
than during the first proceedings. The Commission deter-
mined that sufficient interest was demonstrated to warrant fur-
ther proceedings. Its objective was to compare the available
systems, select the best one, and declare it the standard AM
stereo system.'
7
Seven key factors were outlined for this comparative evalua-
tion process: 1. compatibility with existing AM mono receivers,
to ensure full service to the public; 2. compliance with existing
channel width rules, to minimize possible disruption or chaos
in AM broadcasting; 3. compatibility with existing AM broad-
cast antennae and transmitters, to keep the costs of AM broad-
casters at a minimum; 4. minimum change in the mono service
area and audio loudness, so as to maintain the present fre-
quency allocation tables and level of service to the public;
5. simplicity of design and reasonable receiver cost; 6. satisfac-
tory night skywave stereo service over a wide area; and 7. sim-
ple administrative procedures for implementing AM stereo. 8
Using these criteria, the FCC selected the Magnavox system
as most satisfactory, the one which would best serve the pub-
lic's interest in AM stereo service. This assessment was made
by the Commission based on a comparative process which as-
signed numerical values to each system's performance of vari-
ous evaluation criteria deemed relevant by the Broadcast
Bureau.' 9 While the Report and Order was being prepared,
14. Id.
15. Notice of Inquiry, supra note 1, at paras. 1, 4.
16. Id. at para. 2.
17. Proposed Rule Making, supra note 1 at para. 10.
18. Id. at paras. 11-34.




many broadcast licensees objected to the selection of
Magnavox. 20 In response, the FCC abandoned its choice and
ordered that a new evaluation table be prepared to reassess
the merits of the proposed stereo systems.
Two years of reevaluation after the selection of Magnavox
did not bring the Commission closer to a decision. The FCC
cited demand for quick action by broadcasters and the con-
sumer electronics industry, and inability to settle on the best
system within a reasonable time through the use of compara-
tive criteria as the reasons for the marketplace approach.21
Broadcasters were then authorized to begin AM stereo trans-
missions through the use of any system meeting minimum
technical requirements. 2 2 The Commission hoped that market
forces would determine which system or systems would be-
come dominant.23
Since the FCC's decision to rely on the marketplace to deter-
mine which AM stereo system would become dominant, mar-
ket forces have come no closer to selection than did the
Commission.24 Sentiment that the marketplace is an inappro-
priate forum for technical decisions continues to grow. In re-
sponse to a question concerning the establishment of technical
standards for a new television format, broadcasting technolo-
gist Julius Barnathan, President of Broadcasting Operations
and Engineering for the American Broadcasting Companies,
Inc. (ABC) stated, "we should be competing in terms of how a
product is used, or we should be competing as to who could
make a better product for less or do more things with it. We
should not be competing as to the [standard] .'25 Fewer than
one hundred stations had adopted AM stereo broadcasting one
20. Id. para. 14 at 13,154, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 4. Broadcasters objected to the
Magnavox system citing a possible loss of loudness by monophonic listeners, popping
sounds produced in stereo reception during periods of high peak modulation, and pos-
sible reduction in high frequency audio fidelity.
21. Id. at paras. 10-17 at 13,153-54, 51 RAn. REG. 2d (P & F) at 3. See generally, Com-
ments of American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., Docket No. 21313 [hereinafter cited
as ABC Comments I filed February 9, 1981, and Reply Comments of American Broad-
casting Companies, Inc., Docket No. 21313 [hereinafter cited as ABC Reply Comments]
filed March 23, 1981.
22. These technical rules mainly required that any system in use not interfere
with the broadcasts of other stations. Report and Order, supra note 1 para. 58 at 13,158,
51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 12.
23. Report and Order, supra note 1 paras. 45-61 at 13,153-54, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F)
at 10-13.
24. Where Things Stand, AM Stereo, BROADCASTING, October 11, 1982, at 24.
25. At Large, The Odd Couple, BROADCASTING, November 29, 1982, at 40.
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year after its authorization.26 This was less than 2% of all AM
radio stations on the air,2 7 and far too few to demonstrate any
market force selection.28 Therefore, under present circum-
stances, the public's interest in this new technology is not be-
ing effectively served.
IV
AM Stereo Systems Submitted for Consideration
Six systems were submitted to the Commission for selection
as the standard for AM stereo broadcasting. These systems
were designed by Belar Corporation, Harris Corporation,2 9
Kahn Communications, Inc., Magnavox Consumer Electronics
Company, Motorola, Inc., and F. T. Fisher's Sons (Fisher).3"
Belar has dropped out of the marketplace competition but
hopes that the asserted superiority of its system will be recog-
nized. The Fisher system is incompatible with present AM
mono receivers and so was not considered an eligible contest-
ant by the Commission.3 1 Therefore, four systems are now vy-
ing in the marketplace for selection as the AM stereo
standard.32
26. BROADCASTING magazine stated that some dozen stations had begun AM stereo
transmissions as of last April. Where Things Stand, AM Stereo, BROADCASTING, April
4, 1983, at 27. These figures are now probably too conservative. Harris claimed to have
enlisted 82 stations worldwide in August. Harris advertisement, BROADCASTING, Au-
gust 15, 1983 at 35. An accurate determination of the number of AM stereo stations now
operating is impractical without a survey of all 5,000 AM broadcasters since stations
need not receive specific FCC authority before AM stereo transmissions. In addition,
manufacturers other than Harris have not disclosed the number of stations enrolled.
27. For the Record, Summary of Broadcasting, BROADCASTING, April 18, 1983, at
116.
28. See Where Things Stand, AM Stereo, BROADCASTING, January 3, 1983, at 20.
29. The FCC banned the use of Harris AM stereo equipment in use at over 60 sta-
tions just before the publication of this note, on August 17, 1983. The FCC alleged the
equipment placed at the stations was too different than the equipment which received
Commission approval one year earlier. The changes must be evaluated to ensure the
equipment still meets the minimum technical requirements set for broadcasting
equipment. Harris predicted it would obtain type acceptance and re-authorization for
Harris AM stereo broadcasting within a few weeks. AM stations must shut down Har-
ris stereo equipment, San Francisco Examiner, Aug. 25, 1983, section C (Business), at 4,
col. 1. Following tests in late September, the Mass Media Bureau authorized stations
which had previously been using Harris equipment to resume stereo broadcasting.
Harris still cannot make new installations until its system receives type acceptance by
the FCC. In sync, Harris is back, BROADCASTING, October 3, 1983, at 88.
30. Report and Order, supra note 1 Appendix C at 13,160, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at
16-18.
31. Id.




Implementation of AM Stereophonic Broadcasting
There are advantages and disadvantages to each regulatory
avenue available to the Commission for the implementation of
AM stereo:
A. The Commission's Approach-Reliance on Market Forces
The FCC has taken the position that market forces should be
relied upon to determine which AM stereo broadcast system, if
any, would become the de facto standard. The marketplace,
however, has demonstrated its inability to select that standard.
The FCC rationalized in several ways its decision to rely on
the marketplace to choose the AM stereo standard. First, it
noted that in terms of the stated evaluation criteria the differ-
ences in performance of the proposed systems were small.
Second, the weights given to the evaluation criteria were char-
acterized as subjective. Different analysts have given different
weights to each criterion and different evaluations of each sys-
tems performance were announced following tests. Finally,
the Commission observed that the data compiled in its attempt
to resolve the comparative analysis was incomplete because no
uniform test of all the different systems has been made.3 Such
a comparison test is practically impossible since revisions are
continually being made to each of the systems.
The Commission also set forth several benefits expected to
flow from the decision to rely on the marketplace choice:
1. those parties with vital interests in AM stereo would be mak-
ing the choice, thereby creating an evaluation table more likely
to serve the interests deemed relevant by those demanding the
service; 2. technological development of new systems would
progress unfettered by the selection of the standard; and
3. manufacturers of existing systems would have continued in-
centive to refine and develop their systems due to the continu-
tern is an Independent Sideband System that modulates the RF carrier with the differ-
ence signal so that most of the left channel information is put on the left sideband and
the right channel information is put on the right sideband. The Harris and Motorola
systems utilize different forms of quadrature amplitude modulation in which the
phase between the inphase and quadrature signals provides the stereo information.
The Magnavox system involves AM-FM modulation; the AM carrier is the sum signal
which is frequency modulated by the difference signal.
33. Report and Order, supra note 1 para. 45 at 13,157, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 10.
[Vol. 5
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ing competition in the marketplace. 4
Parties interested in the implementation of AM stereo serv-
ice have also asserted other benefits of the market forces deci-
sion. The marketplace approach is preferable to prolonged
regulatory inaction. AM stereo was in the position of being
studied and litigated to death. 5 Moreover, any regulatory deci-
sion might face further delays involved in appellate court liti-
gation by proponents of the losing systems. 6 This assumption
is continually being put to a sterner test as time goes on be-
cause it is only a guessing game as to which path creates more
delays.3 If no discernible trend develops in the market, the
FCC will most likely be pressured to return a standard. 8
As for the disadvantages, the Commission did note that the
market forces approach could possibly result in no standard,
and consequently no service being established at all. It is the
FCC's view that this would merely reflect the possible reality
that consumers do not value more stereophonic reception
enough to pay the additional receiver costs, a possibility which
might be realized even if the Commission did mandate a selec-
tion.39 Therefore, the Commission concluded that a very strong
case would have to be presented to override the inherent bene-
fits of consumers making their own choices rather than having
their decisions made by the government.'
There are additional disadvantages not addressed by the
Commission which might present a strong enough case against
the market forces approach to override any inherent benefits of
the Commission's decision. The marketplace approach itself
perpetuates continued delay. AM stereo will only be viable if a
technical system is approved that has the potential for wide-
spread public acceptance. Consumers are unwilling to make
the capital expenditure for radios which may become obsolete
when a standard does develop. Indeed, the price of equipment
will stay high until a standard develops that would allow mass
production of radios which need only provide reception of one
34. Id. paras. 47-50 at 13,157-58, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 11.
35. ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21 at 3-4.
36. Id. at 3.
37. Whatever became of standards? BROADCASTING, December 13, 1982, at 106.
38. Id.
39. Report and Order, supra note 1 para. 54 at 13,158, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 12.
40. Id. para 56 at 13,158, 51 RAn. REG. 2d (P & F) at 12.
No. 4]
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AM stereo system. 41
Although the Commission usually gives great deference to
the inherent benefits of public involvement in a marketplace
decision, it gave "little insight as to how it thought the market-
place would select the 'best' system. Indeed, even the defini-
tion of marketplace is lacking. ' In reality, if there is to be any
marketplace decision at all, it will be made by broadcasters
and manufacturers, since consumers will not demand receiv-
ers that cannot be used in their listening area. Consumer de-
mand is a function of consumer belief that benefits will result
from their expenditure on an AM stereo radio. No such bene-
fits will arise until a stereo system is utilized by their local
broadcaster. Therefore, it seems unreasonable and circuitous
for the Commission to contend that if the public does not set
its own standard, it is because they do not want one.
The interests of consumers, manufacturers, and broadcast-
ers are not necessarily the same. Broadcasters will consider
transmission qualities most impbrtant.43 These are mono-
phonic compatibility, signal strength, loudness, and overall au-
dio quality. Receiver manufacturers will choose the least
costly system which will supply the minimum acceptable au-
dio quality necessary for widespread sales." The interest of
consumers will be a balance of these two extremes. Given
these divergent points of view, the FCC has a responsibility to
ensure that the public's interest in the selection of a standard
is not ignored.
A potential problem broadcasters and domestic receiver
manufacturers may face is the difficult situation created by the
antitrust laws. It may be illegal for two or more broadcasters
to decide jointly to use a particular system.45 Broadcasters
must be prepared to swallow strong medicine for an antitrust
violation: possible revocations of their broadcasting licenses,
fines, and triple-damages suits from aggrieved manufactur-
ers.46 This has been described as an ironic situation-one part
of government says it will not decide, while another part makes
41. See Comments of Sansui Electric Company, Docket No. 21313 [hereinafter
cited as Sansui Comments], filed February 9, 1981, at 4.
42. Reply Comments of General Electric Company, Docket No. 21313 [hereinafter
cited as GE Reply Comments], filed March 23, 1981, at 3.
43. AM Stereo: the solution still eludes, BROADCASTING, April 12, 1982, at 35, 36.
44. Id.




it difficult for a market group to effectively implement its
choice.47
Multi-system receivers, capable of receiving more than one
system, although possible, are neither desirable nor commer-
cially practical.48 Sansui Electric Company, however, privately
demonstrated a four-system receiver in January 1983 which it
announced would be marketed the following fall.49 The cost of
this new receiver is high, between $250 and $400.50 Even with
easy public access to all the available systems, the market-
place selection process would not be furthered. Any consumer
choice would actually be a popularity poll of the local stations.
Therefore, the Commission's reliance on the inherent public
advantages of the marketplace decision is unfounded.
The delay in the selection of the AM stereo standard, as ex-
acerbated by the market forces approach, creates negative
ramifications for the development of other new AM broadcast
technology. Utility load management services5' have been ap-
proved for AM broadcast stations. 52 So long as AM stereo re-
mains unstandardized, these non-audible telemetry signals
must be "frequency-agile" and considerably more complex in
order to share a station's frequency bandwidth with the differ-
ent types of signals that are required for stereo broadcasting
by the incompatible AM stereo systems.53
It appears that there exist overriding justifications for dis-
continuation of the market forces approach, requiring a change
to a more effective procedure for choosing the AM stereo stan-
dard. Moreover, consumers need an opportunity to participate
in the selection process. Although great interest in AM stereo
service has been demonstrated by the many comments to the
47. Id.
48. Sansui Comments, supra note 41 at 4.
49. Closed Circuits, All-system stereo sets, BROADCASTING, March 21, 1983, at 15.
50. Multisystem AM stereo receivers: A solution to the marketplace problem?,
BROADCASTING, April 18, 1983, at 95.
51. These are telemetry signals broadcast with the main AM signal which are not
audible to the broadcast listener. These signals are used by those customers with spe-
cial receivers and decoders for remote control and monitoring purposes, just as sub-
scription music services are now appended to FM broadcast signals for use in
department stores and dental offices. Report and Order, supra note 1, Appendix B at
13,159-60, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P&F) at 15-16.
52. Use of AM Carrier for Utility Load Management Purposes, Report and Order,
47 Fed. Reg. 25342 (adopted May 13, 1982).
53. SCA comments push same treatment for AM's as was afforded FM's, BROAD-
CASTING, February 22, 1982, at 65.
No. 4]
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Commission, the market forces approach has not advanced the
selection process. No goals have been set. Thus there is great
uncertainty as to the course the Commission expects AM
stereo to follow. This delays continued technical development
of the AM broadcast spectrum. AM broadcasters, who feel the
most need for AM stereo, are especially damaged by this delay.
B. A Proposed Alternative to the Market Forces Approach: A
Decision on the Merits
At first, the Commission was determined to select a single
AM stereo system from whatever information could be ob-
tained within a reasonable time.54 This approach was aban-
doned after a determination that the evaluation procedure had
failed to meet a sufficiently reliable standard of confidence. 5
The detailed evaluation process involved a table created by the
Commission to make a comparative decision among the
contestants.56
"[Wlith over twenty volumes of material on record," stated
General Electric, "the Commission is capable of ascertaining
fact from fiction and can select a single system which will allow
implementation without confusion."57 Many comments re-
flected the view that selection of a single system was the pref-
erable regulatory course; however, if the FCC was absolutely
unwilling to make a choice, most broadcasters and manufac-
turers would prefer the marketplace approach rather than con-
tinued inaction.58
An examination of the evaluation process unsuccessfully
used by the Commission shows that it is feasible to select a
single system as the AM stereo standard. The evaluation table
quantified various evaluation criteria according to data pro-
vided by both manufacturers and the Commission's technical
54. Report and Order, supra note 1 para. 12 at 13,153, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 4.
55. Id. para. 30 at 13,155, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 7,
56. Id. para. 43 at 13,156, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 9-10.
57. G.E. Reply Comments, supra note 42 at 4.
58. Compare ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21, at 3-4, and Report and Order,
supra note 1 para. 21 at 13,154, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 5. The Commission unfairly
cites ABC's reply comments for support of its marketplace approach without noting
that ABC's strongest preference was for the selection of a single system as the stan-
dard through the use of the comparative evaluation process. See, e.g., G.E. Reply Com-
ments, supra note 42.
[Vol. 5
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staff.59 Although there are many objections and continued de-
bate about particular findings made pursuant to the evaluation
table,6" it is the evaluation process itself that must be changed.
ABC noted that although all the proposed systems have rela-
tive merits and demerits, the evaluation table itself was defi-
cient in several respects.6 1 Most critical was the failure of the
evaluation table to consider the competing systems in terms of
future broadcasting technology.2 Although AM radio listening
has thrived despite its relatively high noise63 level, these noise
problems will be found more objectionable by stereo listeners.
A solution to the noise problem will be a significant factor in
the viability of AM stereo broadcasting. 4
In this regard, ABC argued that it is imperative that the AM
stereo system be amenable to improvements in signal quali-
ty. 5 ABC believes that the Kahn Independent Sideband Sys-
tem, with additional improvements in receivers through the
use of synchronous detectors,66 would produce a reliable, high
fidelity service while permitting reductions in AM carrier
59. Report and Order, supra note 1 paras. 33-44 at 13,155-57, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F)
at 7-10.
Each system was evaluated according to the following criteria:
1. Monophonic Compatibility (including average harmonic distortion and the
effect of mistuning).
2. Interference Characteristics (including occupied bandwidth and protec-
tion ratios).
3. Coverage relative to mono (including stereo to mono receiver and stereo to
stereo receiver).
4. Transmitter Stereo Performance (including distortion, frequency re-
sponse, separation, and noise).
5. Receiver Stereo Performance.
Id. para. 44 at 13,157, 51 RAn. REG. 2d (P & F) at 9-10.
60. See, e.g., Comments of Harris Corporation, Docket No. 21313, filed February 9,
1981.
61. ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21 at 2-3.
62. Id. at 2.
63. Noise is any unwanted electromagnet radiation or disturbance modifying
transmission or reception, including hiss, hum, crackling, static, ticks, or pops. R.
GRAF, ELECTRONICS LEARNING DICTIONARY 481 (5th edition 1979).
64. Comments of Sony Corporation, Docket No. 21313 [hereinafter cited as Sony
Comments], filed February 9, 1981, at 17.
65. ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21 at 2.
66. The relevant distinction between the synchronous detector and the common
envelope detector in use in AM radios today is that the synchronous detector actually
regenerates the carrier wave (main signal wave which is the electromagnetic force
pushing the oscillating electrons from the broadcast transmitter to the receiver). San-
sui contends that synchronous detectors have the ability to recover virtually all of the
transmitted information with superior signal-to-noise ratio even under problem trans-
mitting conditions. Sansui Comments, supra note 41 at 2-5.
COMM/ENT L. J.
levels with resulting spectral efficiencies and energy savings.
The evaluation table has also been criticized for its failure,
due to its focus on discrete system performance factors, 6 to
consider tradeoffs and compromises which affect overall sys-
tem performance. 69 ABC asserted that, because the FCC failed
to consider overall performance, it understated the potential of
the Kahn system; ABC felt that this system had the best prom-
ise for achieving the highest overall audio quality consistent
with maintaining mono service coverage and compatibility
with existing radio receivers. °
Sansui believed that a major flaw in the evaluation table was
its failure to evaluate and differentiate between actual home
and in-car performance.7' Sansui contended that benefits of
synchronous detectors must be fully utilized to make AM
stereo viable. Therefore, only those systems which would im-
plement the advantages of synchronous detection should be
considered. 2
Important changes must be made in the evaluation table in
order for a decision on the merits of each proposal to be made.
The evaluation table's major flaws are its failure to consider
the competing systems in terms of future as well as present
technology, its failure to consider the tradeoffs and com-
promises which affect overall AM stereo performance, and its
failure to consider the role that new receiver technology, such
as synchronous detectors, should play in the determination of
the superior system.
Given these proposed changes, the Kahn Independent Side-
band System, although not fully perfected, "could provide the
basis for a satisfactory AM stereo system now and likewise
67. Efficient use of the broadcast spectrum is mandated by section 307(b) of the
Communications Act of 1934. 47 U.S.C. § 307(b) (1981). The number of broadcasting
channels available is physically finite. See Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Com-
munications Commission, 395 U.S. 367, 386-90 (1969). Efficient use of this natural re-
source results in maximum diversity of broadcasters. In addition, efficient allocation
creates energy savings since stations need only use a minimum amount of power to
provide clear reception in their service areas.
68. See supra note 59 and accompanying text for a discussion of discrete system
performance factors considered by the FCC.
69. ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21 at 3.
70. Id.
71. Sansui Comments, supra note 40 at 5.
72. Id. at 1-4. The three systems which would fully utilize synchronous detectors
are Harris, Kahn, and Motorola. Note that these systems do not require a synchronous
detector in the receiver but rather will take advantage of the higher audio quality avail-
able from this receiver technology. Id. at 3.
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permit the improvements that may result from utilization of
present and future technology."73 The independent sideband
theory is best suited to technological flexibility, which is neces-
sary for the future development of AM stereo.7 4
Selection of a single system through comparative criteria is
not without its problems. It forecloses the possibility of a new
system being developed that would have both superior techni-
cal performance and much lower cost.75 Moreover, since the
selection of a single system will be challenged on appeal, as it
creates a windfall monopoly for the system designer, this
would further delay the introduction of AM stereo.76 However,
this fear of litigation becomes more illusory and tenuous as
time goes on.7
A more serious problem is the proven difficulty the Commis-
sion has had in the arena of comparative hearings, especially
as shown by past proceedings on renewal applications. 78 The
administrative problems intrinsic to a comparative license
hearing79 do not thwart a comparative hearing for the estab-
lishment of a technical standard; the determination of ele-
ments pertinent to selection of a technical standard is simpler.
For example, the FCC wrestled for many years over the mean-
ing of a "legitimate renewal expectancy."80 Without explicit
Congressional authority, the Commission was reluctant to ad-
dress the issue directly until forced to do so by an appellate
court in the Cowles Broadcasting, Inc. (WESH-TV) case.8 1
Moreover, the interpretation of subjective criteria such as pro-
73. ABC Comments, supra note 21 at 2.
74. See id.
75. See Report and Order, supra note 1 paras. 45-58 at 13,157-58, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P
& F) at 10-12.
76. See supra notes 36-37 and accompanying text.
77. See ABC Reply Comments, supra note 21 at 3. A judicial stay of an FCC deci-
sion on a technical standard is remote so long as it is the product of reasoned decision-
making. See, e.g., Loyola University v. FCC, 670 F.2d 1222 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (review of
clear channel rules denied).
78. See generally, Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841 (D.C. Cir.
1970), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 923 (1971); Central Florida Enterprises, Inc. v. FCC, 598 F.2d
37 (D.C. Cir. 1978); Cowles Broadcasting Inc. (WESH-TV), 86 F.C.C.2d 993,49 RAD. REG.
2d (P & F) 1138 (1981).
79. See infra notes 80-83 and accompanying text.
80. Incumbents are entitled to a renewal expectancy as strong as the merit of their
prior service. This is justified by the unreliability of the paper promises of challengers
in a comparative hearing, encouragement of capital investment by incumbents, and
fear of haphazard restructuring of the broadcasting industry. Cowles Broadcasting, 86
F.C.C.2d paras. 61 - 62 at 1012-13, 49 RAn. REG. 2d (P & F) at 1156.
81. Id. paras. 61 - 65, at 1012-15, 49 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 1156-58.
No. 41
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gramming quality presented problems for the Commission.
There was also the problem of weighing the value of "paper
promises" against proven performance.82
These problems will not arise in making the decision as to
which proposal should be named the AM technical standard.
There are no elusive subjective factors such as programming
quality, renewal expectancy, or the competing values of proven
performance versus paper promises. The factors which will
determine the best system lend themselves to quantification.
Therefore, the traditional problems the Commission has had in
comparative hearings are not serious impediments to this pro-
ceeding. Commissioner Abbott Washburn, objecting to the
marketplace approach, noted the Commission's ability to make
a decision based on the information before it:
Selection of a single standard has been [the Commission's]
practice for over 50 years. For example: monochrome and
color TV, FM stereo, telephone and other communications sys-
tems were all designed to a standard selected by the FCC. The
data and analysis we need to set a standard in AM stereo are
before us. I dissent to the majority's unwillingness to make the
choice which would have assured a national standard.83
C. Further Regulatory Alternatives
Few reasonable alternatives exist other than a marketplace
decision or a decision on the merits of the systems. The third
most likely alternative would be a lottery among the qualified
proposals. The Communications Act of 193484 already autho-
rizes the FCC to use this method of deciding among applicants
for initial broadcasting licenses.8 However, a lottery approach
is less appropriate for setting technical standards than grant-
ing broadcasting licenses since the evaluation criteria for tech-
nical standards are more objective than the criteria used in
licensing. In addition, the lottery approach gives the poorest
system the same chance of selection as the best system. Any
82. Compare Policy Statement on Comparative Broadcast Hearings, 1 F.C.C.2d
393, 5 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 1901 (1965), with Cowles Broadcasting, 86 F.C.C.2d 993, 49
RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 1138.
83. Report and Order, supra note 1 at 13,167, 51 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) at 14 (Wash-
burn, Comm'r, dissenting).
84. Communications Act of 1934, secs. 151 et seq., 47 U.S.C. §§ 151 et seq. (1981).
85. Id. at sec. 309(i), 47 U.S.C. § 309(i) (1981). The FCC felt that Congress's re-
quirement of significant preferences for some classes of applicants would add to the
administrative problems rather than solve them. Lottery Selection Among Applicants,
50 RAD. REG. 2d (P & F) 1503 (1982).
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error will have much broader impact since selection of the
technical standard affects all AM radio stations. This is a
greater difference in magnitude than the selection of a poor ap-
plicant for a single station. Therefore, the lottery approach
would not adequately serve the public interest.
VI
Implementation of Technical Standards in
Analogous Situations
An examination of the Commission's implementation of
analogous developments in broadcasting technology both sup-
ports Commissioner Washburn's contentions86 and demon-
strates the problems caused by the Commission's increasing
use of the marketplace approach to setting technical
standards.
The development of FM stereo and color TV supplements to
existing broadcast services followed similar paths. These two
services have enjoyed great popular acceptance. There are
very few FM radio or television broadcasters who do not utilize
stereo radio or color television. Both these advances devel-
oped widespread support after the FCC established its stan-
dards. Even at that time, the Commission understood that
adoption of standards was an important milestone to expan-
sion in the broadcast industry. 7
There was delay following the Commission's selection of the
color TV standard due to appeals filed subsequent to the Com-
mission's decision;88 however, this did not stymie the growth of
the color TV concept. The experience of color TV weakens the
arguments of proponents of the marketplace approach that the
appellate process will kill AM stereo.
The approach taken to FM quadraphonic broadcasting was
similar to the current approach to AM stereo. No single stan-
dard was selected; given Commission approval, FM broadcast
stations were authorized to engage in discrete four-channel
multiplex transmission.89 In addition to these systems over
which the Commission had asserted jurisdiction, '"pseudo four
86. See supra note 83 and accompanying text.
87. Color Television Transmissions, Report and Order, 41 F.C.C. at 671 (Webster,
Comm'r, concurring).
88. Id. at paras. 7-12.




channel systems"90 were employed. These systems did not ac-
tually transmit four discrete channels of information but
rather synthesized two additional channels from the tradi-
tional stereo broadcast." This contributed to consumer confu-
sion over FM quad and to higher costs of FM quad radios. At
this point four-channel FM broadcasting has not achieved
widespread acceptance.
It would be easy to say that the failure of quad was due to
the Commission's failure to set a single standard upon which
consumer confidence would grow. This was only one factor.
Another significant element was the low level of benefits per-
ceived by the consumer versus the cost required to enable
quad reception. Only those most interested in high fidelity
could afford quad systems. AM stereo equipment, however, is
predicted to be available at a far lower initial cost-well under
twenty dollars for a low cost set.92 Moreover, quad listening
does not necessarily provide more accurate sound reproduc-
tion beyond that provided by stereo. In this way the benefits of
quad to the consumer were reduced even further.
The FCC has recently considered the development of a stan-
dard for teletext, a system for transmitting information for
viewing at a subscriber's home television.93 Just as in AM
stereo, there are different teletext systems available.94 The
90. Id. at para. 3.
91. Id. at paras. 3-4.
92. Technology, AM stereo on parade at CES, BROADCASTING, January 17, 1983, at
116.
93. Teletext is a one-way electronic publishing service providing users with access
to information that can be transmitted in a television signal. Subscribers select from
pages of a video magazine with a device similar to a conventional television remote
control. Its contents can be quickly changed, an advantage over print. A different
technology, videotext, is also being developed. Videotext is a two-way interactive serv-
ice that employs either telephone or cable television technology to allow users to com-
municate back to the broadcaster's computer system to provide responses, make
selections, or perform transactions. A Fifth Estate Glossary, BROADCASTING, January
3, 1983, at 75, 76.
94. Two teletext standards are presently most popular among broadcasters. The
transmission system and the sophistication of the video graphics distinguish these
proposals. The North American Broadcast Teletext Specification (NABTS) is now
broadcast by CBS and NBC. The home decoders, however, are not yet widely avail-
able. Field Communications and Taft Broadcasting have adopted the World System
Teletext (WST). NABTS proponents argue their system provides better quality graph-
ics, more efficient use of limited spectrum space, and design compatibility with future
videotext development. WST supporters claim WST equipment is less expensive and
immediately available. In addition, it is argued that WST teletext could accommodate
sophisticated graphics faster and more efficiently than NABTS should improvements
be desired by broadcasters. Teletext battle surfaces in Las Vegas, BROADCASTING, April
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FCC has decided to allow the marketplace to determine which
of these standards will prevail.9" Broadcasters and those inter-
ested in this technology are not pleased. As technologist Ju-
lius Barnathan has noted, "You will not have teletext unless
you have a standard."96 Comparing the need for regulations on
communications technology with the need for regulations on
electric sockets, he said, "[T]here are some things that you do
have to have regulations on. Otherwise, if I buy an ... appli-
ance, and I come here, [and the plugs are different], what am I
supposed to do? Take the marketplace approach?"97
Multichannel Television Sound (MTS) or stereo television
sound is another example of the FCC's belief that setting tech-
nical standards is no longer its job but rather that of industry
committees and marketplace forces.98 Fearing the market-
place approach would again be applied, the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters and the Consumer Electronics Group of
the Electronics Industries Association have petitioned the
Commission to defer the start of MTS rule making until a con-
sensus standard is developed.99
Evidently, the marketplace approach to the development of
technical standards has not proven to be in the public interest
as applied to this new broadcast technology. It may never be




The market forces approach chosen for the implementation
of AM stereo broadcasting must be abandoned in favor of a
Commission decision, made through a competitive process, on
18, 1983, at 99, 108-112. Videotext proposals are more diverse since they are not tied to
the traditional one-way over-the-air broadcast technology as is teletext. American
Bell's Sceptre system was introduced in April 1983. Sceptre was chosen by Viewdata,
a joint venture of American Bell and Knight-Ridder Newspapers, and is now in limited
operation in southern Florida. The competing IBM Services/1 Videotext System is
presently only in use by business customers. IBM plans to pursue no major growth in
the consumer market until 1990. Information Age, Videotex '83: molding the dream
into reality, BROADCASTING, July 4, 1983, at 63.
95. Lotteries for LPTV; go-ahead for teletext, BROADCASTING, April 4, 1983, at 31.
96. At Large, The Odd Couple, BROADCASTING, November 29, 1982, at 46.
97. Id.




the best available system. The public interest in this new tech-
nology is not being served by the marketplace approach. 100 No
system is emerging as the de facto standard. The public has
now lost its opportunity to participate in the selection pro-
cess.10 1 Market forces do not adequately represent the inter-
ests of the general public; because the Commission was
established to act in the public's interest for the more effective
and larger use of radio,102 it has failed its Congressional man-
date by abdicating its responsibility to the public interest.
The public's interest will only be adequately represented if
the Commission assumes an active role in the process of se-
lecting the standard. The Commission should evaluate each
AM stereo proposal and make a selection through a compara-
tive process. This will require changes in the evaluation crite-
ria. 03 Considering the criteria most important to the viability
of AM stereo, the Kahn Independent Sideband System is the
leading candidate to be selected as the AM stereo standard. 04
The overall strengths and weaknesses of the various systems
must be considered along with their performance in terms of
isolated discrete criteria.0 5 In addition, the amenability of
each proposal to future technical improvements must be re-
viewed since AM stereo will not succeed unless the inherent
noise of AM broadcasting is reduced. 10 6
100. See supra note 42 and accompanying text.
101. Id.
102. Communications Act of 1934, sec. 303(g), as amended, 47 U.S.C. § 303(g) (1981).
103. See supra notes 54-74 and accompanying text.
104. See supra notes 65-67 and accompanying text.
105. See supra notes 54-64 and accompanying text.
106. See supra notes 61-64 and accompanying text.
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